Parking and Map to SRC

Stadium Garage GPS Address: 3874 Holman St, Houston, TX 77004

- **LZ** = Loading and Unloading Zone (5 Minute Maximum)

Visitor Parking

Stadium Garage Visitor’s Entrance
3874 Holman St, Houston, TX 77004

Parking vouchers will be provided

Main Event

Science & Research Building 1 (SR1)
3507 Cullen Blvd, Houston, TX 77204

Talks, posters, and more!

GPS Demonstration

Science & Research Building 2 (SR2)
3413 Cullen Blvd, Houston, TX 77004

Begins at 3:00 PM in the area behind SR2

Group Photo

Science & Research Building 1
3507 Cullen Blvd, Houston, TX 77204

Front steps facing Cullen Boulevard